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Introduction

Despite 2020 being a challenging year for everyone, we succeeded in keeping the conversation going by turning our
annual  conference  into  a  successful  virtual  event!  We  made  significant  progress  in  launching  the  OSS  Good
Governance initiative and started deploying our Market Readiness Levels project assessment across our code base.
We look forward to sharing the results of these efforts with you in 2021! The COVID-19 pandemic has had limited
impact  on our  processes  since we are  an  home-office-based organisation. However uncertainties in  the global
context have limited our ability to recruit new members and new projects.

Membership

– For the first year since the inception of OW2 we signed no new corporate members in 2020 compared to
six in 2019 and four in 2018. After an all-time low with 21 members in 2018 our membership is comprised
of 23 paying members at the end of 2020 (Fig. 1 and 2).  

– OW2's membership is still essentially comprised of SMEs and corporate membership is characterized by a
high  turnover.  We  are  slowly  making  progress  in  recruiting  large  organisations  but  our  efforts  were
hampered by re-organisations affecting companies in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. 51 individual
members joined OW2 in 2020, 29% from Europe and France and North America 20% each, bringing the
total number of individual members to 2600 (Fig. 3). 

Activities

– New projects: The Technology Council accepted six new projects in the OW2 code base, one more in 2020
than in 2019 and still an improvement over three in 2018. For the past ten years there were an average of
six new projects per year (Fig. 4).    

– Collaborative projects:  With three projects  concurrently open, 2020 has been a busy year in  terms of
collaborative  projects  although  not  as  much  as  2019.  Having  successfully  completed  the  Stamp  and
Crossminer project reviews, the year was dedicated to making good progress wth the Decoder, fasten and
Reachout projects. Other than that, 2020 has been a year of transition with no relevant call for projects
and therefore no proposals in progress.

– Initiatives:  Out of seven open initiatives, only the OSS Good Governance initiative did show significant
progress  in  2020.  As  of  end-2020,  most  other  initiatives  –  OSS  in  Big  Cities  initiative,  Open  Source
Accessibility initiative (OSAi),  Open Source Cloudware initiative (OSCi), Big Data initiative, Future Internet
Software and Services initiative (FISSi), the  Privacy and Security initiative  (PRISi) – are candidates to be
archived.

– Market Readiness Levels: Not really an initiative but quite, OW2’s Market Readiness Levels (MRL) are an
innovation in the world of open source software and we expect they will help promote the OW2 code
base. We now run MRL on our own platform and we started the application of the methodology to our
mature projects. MRL will be progressively published as they are being validated by project leaders as from
the end of Q1 2021.

Communication

– We maintain OW2's websites and those of several collaborative projects as well as their private wikis. We
are present on LinkedIn, Twitter, SlideShare and YouTube where the OW2 channel publishes videos of our
project presentations and events, including all presentations given at OW2con'20. 

– 2020 has been an extremely challenging year for open source events. Many of them were cancelled or
went online which eliminated possibilities to run a booth. In 2020, OW2 was involved in six public events
(compared to  17, 14, 19, 24 and  17 the previous years),  plus a number of EU-funded projects events.
Without question, our main events included OW2online, which successfully went online and FOSDEM were
we organized a successful DevRoom.



Organization:

– Technical Infrastructure:  We are proud of our technical infrastruture that is both fully open source and
independent. 2020 was the third full year offering our services from a virtualized infrastructure, we run
open source software such as GitLab, Maven, Sympa, Nextcloud, Collabora Office, Matomo and Scancode.
In 2020 we added the popular Rocket.Chat to our services. The computing resources are provided by a
local hosting company with whom we can have easy human interaction. 

– Management Office (MO): We made a great progress with the recruitment of our new CTO. He has been
instrumental  in  the development of  the OW2online platform based on Rocket.Chat.  Shifting from five
collaborative projects in 2019 to three in 2020 released some of the pressure these projects were putting
on  the  Management  Office  and  we  could  dedicate  more  time  to  building  the  Market  Readiness
Methodology and the OSS Good Governance initiative. With several members contracting the disease we
will not deny the COVID-19 has had an impact, however, being a home-office-based organisation from the
beginning, the impact on our processes has been limited and we are proud to have been able to deliver
OW2con turend into a virtual event.

– Technology Council (TC): The activity of the TC in 2020 was put back on track thanks to our new CTO. We
regained control of and clarified the TC’s process, increased its level of activity and accepted five new
projects in the OW2 code base. 

Conclusion and outlook

The COVID-19 pandemic turned 2020 into a very challenging year.  On the down side,  we didn’t  sign any new
member, nor participated in any new collaborative project proposal. On the bright side, we significantly improved
the Management Office ability to execute, we successfully organised a real-life Devroom at FOSDEM and the virtual
edition of our OW2con, and we started to concretely implement the OW2 Market Readiness Levels and the OW2
OSS Good Governance initiative. We now have a relevant value proposal to promote in 2021. This will  help to
promote our code base of open source software and enhance its attractiveness and recruit new members. The main
uncertainty,  and  a  significant  one,  for  2021  is  our  ability  to  be  involved  in  winning  proposals  for  EU-funded
collaborative projects.

Fig 1: Corporate Members By Geography Fig 2: Corporate Membership Numbers and Revenue

Fig 3: Individual Members Growth and Geography since 2015 Fig 4: New Projects Accepted in the OW2 Code Base 
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FINANCIAL REPORT

The following tables set forth, in a US GAAP-like presentation, selected financial data for OW2 for the last five years.
The  data  is  still  unaudited.  Definitive  results  will  be  available  in  the  Comptes  Annuels  de  l'Exercice  Clos  le
31/12/2020, established in compliance with French law by our bookkeeping firm and independently audited.

2020 ANALYSIS

The COVID-19 pandemic caused a  general  crunch resulting in a  negative result  in  2020.  Our financial  position
remains strong however which enables us to absorb the loss with no damage. 

Revenue 

For the year ended December 31, 2020, total revenue shows a sharp decrease of -19% to €528,943 compared to an
increase of 61% to €656,152 in 2019. Membership fees decreased 16% while recognized revenue from collaborative
projects representing 75% of our total resources fell by 21%. Sponsoring revenue remained marginal at 2% of total
revenue.

Expenses

Total expenses for the year ended December 31, 2020, decreased 10% to €577,770 compared to an increase of 17%
to €644,146 for  the year  ended December  31,  2019.  Salaries  and benefits  representing 92% of  total  revenue
(compared to 77% in 2019) decreased 4% (compared to a +13% increase in 2019). Due to the COVID-19 pandemic
and the cancellation of most travel and events, operating expenses dropped sharply by 35% to 17% of total revenue
compared to an increase of 31% to 21% of total revenues in 2019. 

Net result

Our net result for the year ended December 31, 2020 is negative to €47,827 or -9% of total revenues compared to
€12,000 and 2% of total revenues in 2019.   

Cash and cash equivalent and Equity

The cash and cash equivalent  situation reflects  the large subsidies  cash  advances for  collaborative projects.  It
remained comfortable at €618,478 on December 31, 2020 compared to €809,416 on December 31, 2019.   While
decreasing by 23%, our net equity amounts to €182,564 and amount which enables us to absorb this year’s loss
with no damage.

Conclusion and Outlook

Our cash position at the end of 2020 is good enough guaranty OW2’s operations throughout 2021. However, the
limited number of strategic members remains a concern going forward, making us continuously dependent on
collaborative projects and the ups and downs of their cycles. Our result in 2021 will still be highly influenced by
collaborative projects and we expect to end the year with another negative result but still well manageable thanks
to our cash position. 

Further down the road, we will be optimistic for 2022 if we manage to boost member recruitment thanks to the
Market Readiness Methodology and the Good Governance initiative and if we win new collaborative projects. The
central  theme  of  OW2con’21  is  "Leveraging  the  European  Open  Source  Ecosystem."  Our  value  proposition  is
enhanced by the Market Readiness Methodology and the Good Governance initiative and we look to leverage them
to develop new partnerships and recruit new members. 



OW2 CONSORTIUM BALANCE SHEET 2016-2020

(in euros)
2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 %20 %19 %18 %17 %16

ASSETS
Current Assets
Account receivable 187,137 € 397,941 € 167,070 € 330,621 € 633,242 € 23% 33% 30% 32% 44%
Accrued income  €  €  €  €  €
VAT collectable  €  €  €  €  €
Cash and cash equivalent 618,478 € 809,416 € 393,591 € 701,770 € 813,058 € 77% 67% 70% 68% 56%
Prepaid expenses  €  € 103 €  € 1,464 € 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Total current Assets 805,615 € 1,207,357 € 560,765 € 1,032,391 € 1,447,764 € 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Tangible Assets
Office Equipment (net value) 271 € 1,588 € 1,521 € 2,402 € 2,419 € 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Total tangible Assets
271 € 1,588 € 1,521 € 2,402 € 2,419 €

0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Total Assets 805,887 € 1,208,945 € 562,286 € 1,034,793 € 1,450,184 € 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
0 0 0 0 0

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 %20 %19 %18 %17 %16

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable 13,039 € 13,344 € 4,740 € 6,789 € 17,849 € 2% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Other debts and equivalents 11 € 21,552 € 21,552 € 21,552 € 183,867 €
Taxes and Benefits (social charges) 47,736 € 45,264 € 50,823 € 85,191 € 70,682 € 6% 4% 9% 8% 5%
Deferred income 562,537 € 898,393 € 266,786 € 559,468 € 655,732 € 70% 74% 47% 54% 45%

Total current Liabilities 623,322 € 978,553 € 343,901 € 673,000 € 928,129 € 77% 81% 61% 65% 64%

Equity
Retained earning 230,391 € 218,385 € 361,793 € 522,054 € 462,463 € 29% 18% 64% 50% 32%

Result for the current year -47,827 € 12,006 € -143,408 € -160,261 € 59,591 € -6% 1% -26% -15% 4%
Total Equity 182,564 € 230,391 € 218,385 € 361,793 € 522,054 € 23% 19% 39% 35% 36%

Total Liabilities 805,887 € 1,208,945 € 562,286 € 1,034,793 € 1,450,184 € 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

OW2 CONSORTIUM STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS 2016-2020
(in euros)
REVENUE 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 20/19 19/18 18/17 17/16 %20 %19 %18 %17 %16

Membership subscriptions (Call for dues) 138,100 € 165,300 € 121,800 € 136,050 € 166,450 € -16% 36% -10% -18% 26% 25% 30% 31% 26%
Subsidies 377,042 € 475,343 € 277,405 € 270,343 € 451,243 € -21% 71% 3% -40% 71% 72% 68% 62% 72%
Sponsoring Confs, Progr. Contest, etc. 12,000 € 13,686 € 7,000 € 24,904 € 4,081 € -12% 96% -72% 510% 2% 2% 2% 6% 1%
Reversal of provision 298 € 372 €  € 2,402 € 781 € -20% - -100% 207% % % % 1% %
Financial interest 642 € 1,421 € 1,922 € 2,369 € 8,029 € -55% -26% -19% -70% % % % 1% 1%
Miscellaneous 862 € 31 € 43 € 30 € 236 € 2725% -29% 45% -87% % % % % %
Gain on currency exchange  €  €  €  €  € - - - - % % % % %
Exceptionnal result  €  €  €  €  € - - - - % % % % %

Total Revenue 528,943 € 656,152 € 408,170 € 436,097 € 630,820 € -19% 61% -6% -31% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

EXPENSES 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 20/19 19/18 18/17 17/16 %20 %19 %18 %17 %16
Book keeping and services

Hosting 24,829 € 19,638 € 21,032 € 30,766 € 41,498 € 26% -7% -32% -26% 5% 3% 5% 7% 7%
Book keeping and services 25,890 € 19,506 € 11,196 € 11,022 € 13,898 € 33% 74% 2% -21% 5% 3% 3% 3% 2%
IT support and other services 6,025 € 5,938 € 6,098 € -3,008 € 11,365 € 1% -3% - -126% 1% 1% 1% -1% 2%
Programming contest and Prizes 300 € 252 € 245 € 548 € 5,602 € 19% 3% -55% -90% % % % % 1%
Marcom & Collateral 316 € 7,102 € 6,955 € 11,100 € 6,512 € -96% 2% -37% 70% % 1% 2% 3% 1%
Insurance, Dues 2,506 € 2,017 € 1,956 € 2,904 € 2,412 € 24% 3% -33% 20% % % % 1% %
Trade shows, marketing 346 € 35,179 € 23,396 € 63,873 € 48,659 € -99% 50% -63% 31% % 5% 6% 15% 8%
Travel expenses 2,004 € 22,586 € 15,650 € 25,719 € 29,397 € -91% 44% -39% -13% % 3% 4% 6% 5%
Bank charges 236 € 262 € 213 € 236 € 828 € -10% 23% -9% -72% % % % % %

4,197 € 8,724 € 4,478 € 5,671 € 4,301 € -52% 95% -21% 32% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Taxes and equivalent 23,277 € 17,856 € 14,660 € 14,478 € 11,925 € 30% 22% 1% 21% 4% 3% 4% 3% 2%
Total operating expenses 89,925 € 139,060 € 105,879 € 163,308 € 176,396 € -35% 31% -35% -7% 17% 21% 26% 37% 28%

Salaries and benefits - - - -
Salaries 350,732 € 363,700 € 315,360 € 305,888 € 278,701 € -4% 15% 3% 10% 66% 55% 77% 70% 44%
Social charges 134,776 € 140,001 € 129,446 € 125,909 € 114,745 € -4% 8% 3% 10% 25% 21% 32% 29% 18%
Total Salaries and Benefits 485,509 € 503,701 € 444,806 € 431,796 € 393,446 € -4% 13% 3% 10% 92% 77% 109% 99% 62%

Amortization and Finance - - - -
Provision for defaulting fee payments  €  €  €  €  € - - - - .0% .0% .0% .0% .0%
Other expenses 20 € 5 € 12 € 52 € 58 € 341% -62% -77% -10% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0%
Amortization on tangible assets 1,316 € 1,381 € 881 € 1,202 € 1,328 € -5% 57% -27% -9% .2% .2% .2% .3% .2%
Loss on currency exchange  €  €  €  €  € - - - - .0% .0% .0% .0% .0%
Total Amortization and Finance 1,336 € 1,386 € 893 € 1,255 € 1,386 € -4% 55% -29% -9% .3% .2% .2% .3% .2%

Total Expenses 576,770 € 644,146 € 551,578 € 596,359 € 571,229 € -10% 17% -8% 4% 109% 98% 135% 137% 91%

RESULT -47,827 € 12,006 € -143,408 € -160,262 € 59,591 € -498% - - -369% -9% 2% -35% -37% 9%

Others (storage, stationary, postage, 
fees, equipment, etc)


